Lift Technologies is a global mast, carriage, integral sideshifter and fork positioner manufacturer for material handling customers around the world.

Our products offer leading edge designs that are robust and reliable, configured to suit the end user’s specific application.
Lift Technologies’ engineering teams are customer focused. Their mandate is to work closely with customers to provide complete “front end solutions” to solve the performance and application challenges our customers face every day.

Experience, knowledge and a strong communication path with our customers allows a clear understanding of applications which results in an optimal mast design to suit the specific truck and end user need.
Production

Lift Technologies invests in the latest tooling and robotic technology which drives consistent high quality and efficient production capacity.

Lift Technologies’ employees are dedicated and experienced, providing added value to the manufacturing and support processes.
Continuous Improvement

At Lift Technologies, we strive to improve our mast designs to offer the best possible performance while minimizing cost of ownership. Product evaluation and testing are ongoing.
Material Handling Customers

Lift Technologies supplies masts, carriages, integral sideshifters, fork positioners, scissor and reach mechanisms for a wide variety of lift trucks and material handling applications. These include two, three, four and five stage masts for counterbalanced lift trucks. Reach and man up masts used on trucks in narrow aisle applications are designed to optimize truck capacity and are offered in a wide spectrum of lift heights.

Lift Technologies also supplies rough terrain and truck mounted masts, carriages, reach mechanisms and telehandler attachments, all are available on a just in time basis.

Quality

- ISO 9001:2008 certification
- Process Based Quality System utilized throughout the manufacturing process
- 100 % functional test of all masts and integral sideshifters produced
Our Products

Lift Technologies supplies masts, carriages, integral sideshifters, fork positioners, reach mechanisms and related components for a wide variety of mobile material handling equipment. These products are utilized on industrial lift trucks, automatically guided vehicles (AGV), telehandlers, truck mounted and rough terrain forklifts and a broad range of other material handling applications.

**MASTS**
- Two stage
- Two stage full free lift
- Three stage
- Three stage with reach assembly
- Four stage
- Five stage
- Capacities from 1.5 - 16.0 ton

**CARRIAGES, INTEGRAL SIDESHIFTERS AND FORK POSITIONERS**
- Class 2, 3 and 4 carriages
- Class 2 & 3 integral sideshifters
- Fork positioners with no auxiliary hose requirement
- Telehandler carriages and attachments

**OPTIONS**
- Single and dual hose reeving
- Attachment adaption kits
- Incremental mast lift heights
- Non standard carriage widths
- Load backrests

**PARTS**
- In stock and same day ship
- OEM Quality guaranteed
- Experienced parts team